Periodic events seem to be an intrinsic part of our life, and a way of perceiving reality. There are many application domains where periodic data play a major role. In many of such domains, the huge number of repetitions make the goal of explicitly storing and accessing such data very challenging to the extent of even not being possible, in cases of open ended intervals. In this work, we present a concept to represent periodic data in an implicit way. The representation model we propose captures the notion of periodic granularity provided by the temporal database glossary. We define the algebraic operators, and introduce access algorithms to cope with them and also with temporal range queries, proving that they are correct and complete with respect to the traditional explicit approach. In an experimental evaluation we show the advantages of our approach with respect to traditional explicit approach, in terms of space usage, physical disk I/O's and query response time.
Introduction
Periodic data play a major role in many application domains, such as manufacturing, office automation, and scheduling. Day and nights repeat at regular periodic patterns, as well as seasons, and years. Accordingly, many human activities are scheduled at periodic time (e.g., office activities, scheduling of train, airplanes, lessons, etc). Due also to such a wide range of different contexts of application, it is widely agreed that adopting a 'standard' and fixed menu of granularities (e.g., minutes, hours, days, weeks, years and so on in the Gregorian calendric system) is not enough in order to provide the required expressiveness and flexibility. For instance, a while ago Soo and Snodgrass [1] emphasized that the use of a calendar depends on the cultural, legal and even business orientation of the users, and listed many examples of different calendric systems and user-defined periodic granularities, such as academic, legal, and financial year. They also stressed that different user-defined periodic granularities are usually used even in the same area, for example the definition of holidays in different companies. The number of repetitions of periodic data may be very large and in some cases repetitions may also be 'open-ended', meaning that we do not know the ending time when the repetition will stop, which is for example the case in therapies for chronical patients as it may be repeated all the life long. Therefore, in the Computer Science literature (in particular, in the areas of Databases, Logics, and Artificial Intelligence), there is a common agreement that formalisms are needed in order to cope with user-defined periodic data in an implicit (also termed intensional) way, without an explicit storing of all the repetitions. In this work we consider periodic data which have value-equivalent repetitions at periodic time (e.g., the periodic schedule of trains); data that are acquired at periodic time, but may assume different values (e.g., periodic monitoring of blood pressure) are not taken into account in this work. Periodic data play an important role in Databases and a specific entry has been devoted to such a topic in the Encyclopedia of Database Systems by Springer. In the Encyclopedia [2], three main classes of Database implicit approaches to user-defined periodicities have been identified:
-Deductive rule-based approaches, using deductive rules, and approaches in classical temporal logics [3] . -Constraint-based approaches, using mathematical formulae and constraints (e.g.,
[4]), and -Algebraic also termed Symbolic) approaches, providing a set of 'high-level' and 'user-friendly' operators (e.g., [ A comparison among such classes approaches is out of the scope of this work (the interested reader is referred to [2] and also to [11] ). However, it worth stressing that in most approaches in the literature (in particular in all algebraic approaches) the focus is on the design of high-level formalisms to model (in an implicit way) user-defined periodicities in a 'commonsense' or at least 'user-friendly' way. Most of such approaches do not take into account issues such as the definition of relational temporal algebraic operators, extending Codd's operators to query periodic data, range queries and efficient indexing and access of temporal data.
In summary, although there seems to be a general agreement within the Database (and also Artificial Intelligence) literature that general-purpose implicit approaches are needed in order to cope with user-defined periodic data, and despite the fact that a lot of such approaches have been devised in the last two decades, none of such approaches focus specifically on the definition of a comprehensive relational approach coping with user-defined periodic data efficiently, considering a relational representation of periodic data, efficient access of such data, algebraic operators, and additional temporal operators such as range queries. However, all such issues are fundamental for the practical applicability of any Database approach considering periodic data. The goal of our work is to devise such a comprehensive approach. Specifically, our approach has been designed in such a way that: First property grants that the expressiveness of our data model is the one requested by the temporal Database literature. Second property grants that, although periodic data are only implicitly stored, we get the same (correct) results as one obtained with traditional (fully explicit) models. Moreover, in this paper we also provide testing, to show the advantages of our approach with respect to conventional explicit approaches, especially in terms of disk I/O's and query response time.
